Sonia asks Congress-rules states to override farm laws

**TPC protests against farm laws**

Tamil Nadu: Congressisses LaBour party chief DMK's stance that the TPC was not to hold a meeting in Chennai.

The farmers have said that they will continue their protests until the TPC meets.

**Jagan demands Bharat Ratha for SPB**

The TTD has decided to hold a)_Devi Darshan
to mark the 80th birthday of former CM Jagan Mohan Reddy.

The TTD has been asked to arrange for a special meeting to be held in the temple in the presence of Sri Viswanath Reddy.

**Perform or perish, TRS leadership tells poll-in-charges**

The TRS leadership has given a clear directive to its members to campaign hard for the upcoming polls.

The TRS leadership has asked its members to focus on the grass-roots level and ensure that they reach out to every household in their constituencies.

**Newarakshana’ movement takes first step**

The movement has launched a campaign to highlight the issues faced by the farmers.

The movement has also asked the Centre to provide compensation to the farmers for the loss they have incurred due to the lockdown.

**50% of heart patients avoiding medical treatment**

A report released by the Indian Heart Association has revealed that 50% of heart patients are not seeking medical treatment.

The report highlights the need for more awareness campaigns to educate people about the importance of seeking medical treatment for heart diseases.

**Covid cases among TS students doubles**

Since the lockdown, the number of Covid cases among students of TS has doubled.

The situation has become critical as the students have been forced to continue their studies from home.

The state government has ordered the closure of all colleges and universities in the state.

**KCR no respect towards women, allies Seethakka**

The CM is accused of not respecting his own party women leaders.

The Congress party has demanded a meeting with the CM to discuss the issue.

**CBI: No conclusion in Rajaput case, all aspects being probed**

The CBI has clarified that no conclusion has been reached in the Rajaput case.

The CBI has been investigating the case since 2018.

**Diwali, Dasara may knock all spark this time**

The two festivals are likely to be curtailed due to the ongoing pandemic.

The government has urged people to celebrate these festivals in a manner that is safe and in line with the guidelines provided by the health authorities.

**SABARIMALA PILGRIMAGE FROM NOV 16 WITH ALL COVID PROTOCOLS**

An ongoing campaign to drop the legal challenge against the Sabarimala temple has been launched.

The campaign is being led by the Sabarimala temple authorities.

**DIWALI TO BE CELEBRATED WITH FULL FORCE**

The Diwali festival will be celebrated with full force.

The Centre has announced that the festival will be celebrated in a manner that is safe and in line with the guidelines provided by the health authorities.

**L’URU LAW STUDENTS GRADUATE WITH RECORD 18 GOLD MEDALS**

B’LURU LAW STUDENT GRADUATES

A total of 18 students from the LLB program at the National Law School of India University (NLSIU) have graduated after completing their final year exams.

The students have been awarded gold medals for their outstanding performance.

**BAG, BHUWANEE, MANGALURU, Ahmadabad, Hyderabad, Dehradun, Varanasi, Bhopal, Lucknow, Chandigarh, Dehradun, Vijayawada, Chennai, B’LURU, M’GOWA, HYDERABAD, BHUBANESWAR, RAIPUR, DEHRADUN, HYDERABAD, B'luru, M'Gow, PNS**
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TS sees threefold increase in LRS applications

Hyderabad | Tuesday September 29, 2020

Minister reviews long pending land problems in urban bodies

TS sees threefold increase in LRS applications

The TS government has recorded a threefold increase in the applications for regularisation of land problems in urban bodies during this financial year. According to the Telangana State Revenue Department, in the financial year 2019-20, around 2.17 lakh applications came from various locations in the state. However, in this financial year, the number of applications has surged to around 6.5 lakh. The increase in the number of applications has been attributed to the steps taken by the state government to simplify the process of regularisation and provide incentives to the applicants.

Minister for Revenue and Land Development, Mohammad Mahmood Ali, said that the state government has taken several initiatives to simplify the process of regularisation and attract more applicants. He said that the government has set up a special cell to monitor the process and ensure that it is carried out in a fair and transparent manner.

The minister also said that the state government has introduced an online portal to facilitate the process of regularisation. Applicants can now apply for regularisation online through the portal, which has been designed to be user-friendly and accessible.

The minister said that the state government has also introduced a scheme to provide incentives to the applicants who successfully complete the process of regularisation. The scheme provides for the issuance of a certificate of regularisation, which can be used for future transactions and can also be used to secure a loan from a bank.

The minister also said that the state government has taken several steps to ensure that the process of regularisation is completed within the stipulated time. He said that the state government has set up a special cell to monitor the process and ensure that it is completed within the stipulated time.

The minister said that the state government has also taken several steps to address the concerns of the applicants. He said that the state government has set up a special cell to address the concerns of the applicants and ensure that they are provided with the necessary assistance.
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The MLA also asked for TRS and BJP candidates to work together for the constituency. He also promised to resolve a land issue which is completely submerged in rain water.

As the tenure of the Warangal MLC constituency as per the notification was completed, Yuva Telangana chairman Pratap Reddy once again urged Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan to conduct the MLC elections to Warangal-18 constituency.

The People's Democratic Party (PDP) also participated in the contest.

Other political parties like Congress, TDP, CPI and PPM also put up candidates for the constituency. TDP and TDP-BJP party chiefs are testing their strength from Nagole-Khammam constituency.

In the constituency, TRS candidate Karimnagar Southern Assembly seat Member of Parliament Bhuvaneswar Reddy is contesting against Biplav Reddy of the BJP and Dharma Reddy from the JD(S).The TRS is also contesting from these seats along with surrounding MLA seats.
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The CBI has been asked to continue the death case of Bhagat Singh Thind, who was killed in 1931.

The CBI will also be able to give evidence in discharge of its duties, the judgment said.

The case pertains to the investigation of the death of Bhagat Singh Thind, who was killed in 1931.

CBI: No conclusion in Rajput case, all aspects being probed

The CBI has been asked to continue the investigation of the death case of Bhagat Singh Thind, who was killed in 1931.

The CBI had been asked to continue the investigation of the death case of Bhagat Singh Thind, who was killed in 1931.

A report based on the CBI investigation of the death case of Bhagat Singh Thind, who was killed in 1931, has been submitted.

CBI Maha: Nagpur University to conduct exams via app

Nagpur University will conduct exams via app, the CBI said.
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New look BJP

By Anjana Chandra

BJP after JP Nadda became its new president, the Modi-Shah duo is now reshaping the party's legislation with the pandemic. But nine months down the line, the party has still not been able to turn the tide of opinion in the BJP's favour as expected and, therefore, the central leadership is not happy with the little wiggle room he had. It also shows how the local unit hasn't been able to control the pollution from burning fields this year, we should not forget that this is not the only reason for the poor air quality. Rapidly expanding and insufficient infrastructure, air pollution control, deepens the gloom.

As it is, the habit of farmers in the north, growing water-intensive crops in a water-starved region, there is a strong danger that the farmers will continue to burn stubble in their fields, they will need to follow. Singh's prophetic words from 1990, “the farmer can never be a convenient excuse for the official in power in the States”, remain pertinent today. It was a polite and political formulation that disguised the asthma which was to be the worst affected by these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads, BC Khanduri, the narrow form of Partition, nor the President would be there to listen to these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads.

As it is, the habit of farmers in the north, growing water-intensive crops in a water-starved region, there is a strong danger that the farmers will continue to burn stubble in their fields, they will need to follow. Singh's prophetic words from 1990, “the farmer can never be a convenient excuse for the official in power in the States”, remain pertinent today. It was a polite and political formulation that disguised the asthma which was to be the worst affected by these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads, BC Khanduri, the narrow form of Partition, nor the President would be there to listen to these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads.

As it is, the habit of farmers in the north, growing water-intensive crops in a water-starved region, there is a strong danger that the farmers will continue to burn stubble in their fields, they will need to follow. Singh's prophetic words from 1990, “the farmer can never be a convenient excuse for the official in power in the States”, remain pertinent today. It was a polite and political formulation that disguised the asthma which was to be the worst affected by these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads, BC Khanduri, the narrow form of Partition, nor the President would be there to listen to these Bills as major reforms. Richer farmers and farmers who seldom rested, will be laid off the roads.
the intention of the Government in the face of the hardships being incurred by the assessee.

The benefits of filing taxes are many apart from the fact that we should be responsible citizens of the country...
Prajul Financial-promoted ICICI Securities is mulling selling some of its shareholding in Indian Insurance Company Ltd., an arm of ICICI Bank, to a foreign investor to monetise its investment. The company expects to break even on this front in the next one or two years, senior company official said.

The financial services company, which had acquired a 3-year-old life insurer, ICICI Pru Life, in 2015, had sold its entire shareholding in a year for Rs 10,700 crore. ICICI Pru Life is now valued at around Rs 43,000 crore, an official said.

"We have already sold shares in ICICI Pru Life. We are mulling on selling a stake in our insurance company," ICICI Securities Managing Director and Chief Executive Anil Singhvi said.

Premix Limited has launched the world’s first ready-to-use ‘plug and play’ zero speed solution. The solution is specifically designed for the logistics industry to minimize delivery costs, improve customer experience and accelerate business growth, the company said.

"This system is a plug and play solution that can be used immediately without any additional infrastructure,” Premix COO Prateek Jain said. ‘The new solution is compatible with all types of vehicles, including electric and conventional truck primarily used in logistics. We have already successfully tested the product with a leading logistics company and will soon launch it in the market. Such systems are expected to become a critical component in the logistics industry," he added.
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The big power shift for actress Pooja Kumar

Best known for her work in the film Vishwaroopam and its sequel opposite actor Kamal Haasan, Indian–American actress Pooja Kumar is a recent addition to the OTT platform. Back to showbiz with Forbidden Love, the actress talks to The Pioneer about her debut on OTT, her plans to foray into the ‘behind the camera’ business, the attitude of gratitude amid the pandemic, and more.

With the dawn of OTT platforms, many actors are making a bevy of their works available to millions. What are some of the key advantages that this digital platform offers? Pooja Kumar, a recent addition to the OTT platform, shares her thoughts.

Best among the advantages that I have seen is the platform’s ability to cater to a diverse audience. Whether it’s traditional cinema lovers or those who prefer web series/anthologies, OTT platforms offer something for everyone. With a vast library of content, viewers can easily discover new shows and filmmakers, creating a more inclusive and diverse entertainment ecosystem.

Tell us about the making of ‘Forbidden Love’. How was your experience shooting for this project? The experience of shooting for Forbidden Love was a mix of both challenges and rewards. As an actress, it was exciting to be a part of a project that offered a unique storyline, set in a small village in Tamil Nadu. The shoot was slow-paced, allowing for ample time to immerse oneself in the characters and their emotions.

The Indian industry is moving fast to make a foothold in the global licencing and merchandising market which is the largest profit driver for the global animation industry.

NUTRITION start-up for a healthy choice

We are all aware of the importance of a healthy lifestyle. From regular physical activity to a balanced diet, our well-being depends on it. In today’s world, with the advent of technology, it’s easier to access information and resources to help us lead healthier lives.

The web show revolves around an innovative communication tool that the society has been waiting for: the camera. Pooja Kumar’s personal chara has been waiting for the camera to capture. The show is seeking to involve an audience from her husband Arbaaz Khan’s work to a diverse range of viewers interested in science fiction.

The story of the show’s large and diverse audience, from the media to the family, is that of a ship carrying a wide range of people. It’s a unique show that explores the possibilities of using technology to bring people together and create meaningful conversations.

The animation studio and the group for animations have come to realize that the success of an animated series is not just limited to the visual appeal. It’s also about the narrative, the music, and the overall experience of watching a show. The team of artists and creators behind Cosmos-Maya strive to make the most of it.

Their mission is to create content around the character of Rekha, a non-dialogue show that encourages viewers to discover the show’s narrative and connect with the audience.

The Pioneer is an online platform that provides a platform for a wide range of topics such as social responsibility, sustainability, and health.

Some new buttons you may be observing in the industry include...

OTT platforms are on the rise, and many actors are exploring the digital landscape as a new avenue for their careers. With the success of Forbidden Love, Pooja is set to take on more projects in the digital space, and we wish her all the best in her journey.

Follow us on @TheDailyPioneer
Facebook.com/dailypioneer
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Hyderabad: INDIAN ANIMATION is steadily creating its own niche.
Raj Kapoor, Dilip Kumar’s ancestral homes to be bought by Pakistan govt

The provincial government in Pakistan’s Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has decided to purchase the ancestral homes of legendary Bollywood actors Raj Kapoor and Dilip Kumar to conserve the historic buildings which are in dilapidated condition and facing demolition threat.

The Department of Archaeology there has written a letter to the Finance Department for purchasing the two buildings, which have been declared as national heritage and lie in the heart of Peshawar city, an official said. An official letter has been sent to the Deputy Commissioner of Peshawar to determine the cost of both the historic buildings, where the two greats of Indian cinema were born and raised in their early days before the partition, said Dr. Abdus Samad Khan, the head of department of archaeology.

Raj Kapoor’s ancestral home, known as Kapoor Haveli, is located in the famed Qissa Khwani Bazaar. It was built between 1918 and 1922 by the legendary actor’s grandfather Dewan Basheswarnath Kapoor. Raj Kapoor and his uncle Trilok Kapoor were born in the haveli. The above-mentioned building now belongs to the Kapoor family, and the present owner is Dr. Ali Qadar, a retired professor of Peshawar Medical College.

Veteran actor Dilip Kumar’s over 100-year-old ancestral house is also located in the same locality. The house is in shambles and was declared as a national heritage in 2014 by then Sindh Chief Minister Syed Qaim Ali Shah.

Both the structures are facing demolition threat as the owners made many attempts in the past to demolish them for constructing commercial places in view of their prime location but all such moves were stopped as the archaeology department wanted to preserve them keeping in view their historic importance.

However, the owner of Kapoor Haveli, Ali Qadar, said he did not want to demolish the building. The deputy commissioner in a meeting with the archaeology department officials said that the two buildings should be purchased to preserve them. He also demanded Rs. 200 crores from the KP government to sell it out to the government.

In 2018, the Pakistan government decided to convert the Kapoor Haveli into a museum, heeding to a request by Rishi Kapoor who passed away this year in Mumbai. However, the announcement to this effect could not be materialised despite a lapse of around two years.

There are around 1,800 historic structures in Peshawar which are over 300 years old.
Hema’s dream is to be a graduate

Popular supporting actress, whose career in the industry spanned 25 years, has finally decided to have a degree to her name. The 50-year-old actress, who entered the industry at a young age, appeared for the degree entrance test of BB Ananthnarayana College, Nalgonda over the weekend. Speaking to the media later, she said it has been her dream to be a graduate and she couldn’t wait for the entire process to be over. She said that she also wants to learn some computer courses.

Spelling out reasons for devoting Nalgonda in her state centre, she said that rising number of COVID-19 cases in Hyderabad and her popularity drove her to opt for Nalgonda. She added that she is a major tourist place in the district and that she was chosen by Ramoji Film City, where she is shooting for a film right now.

Known for her outspoken nature, Hema, who hails from Nalgonda in East Godavari district, got the idea while she was the vice-president of Nalgonda Aata Association (MAA) in 2014. She contested on the Telangana-Telugu Desam Party ticket under the leadership of T. Harish Rao and lost from Nalgonda Assembly constituency.
**DC EYE HAT-TRICK**

**PTI | DUBAI**

*On the first, a consistent Delhi Capitals with 21 points in 11 matches, will be facing the Royal Challengers Bangalore with 18 points in 11 matches in UAE, which will decide the fate of both teams.*

**RCB beat MI in Super-Over**

*Former India fast bowler and Indian Premier League (IPL) match-winner Harbhajan Singh, a head coach of Team New Zealand, has said that Shreyas Iyer is a natural one and only.*

** Want to host Eng series in India: Ganguly**

*RIYADH (Saudi Arabia): Indian cricket team coach Ravi Shastri on Friday said that his team is “flabbergasted” by the budgetary cuts made by the country’s government.*

**TOP POINTS TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D/T</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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